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In order to meaningfully comment on this narrative objective, several questions
must be answered prior to the preparation of the Substitute Environmental Document
(SED).  First, what “other reasonably controllable measures” are being evaluated?  How
do these controllable measures compare to the alleged need for more flow?  If
implementation of other controllable measures leads to the doubling of natural
production of Chinook salmon, will the SED evaluate reduction in flows on the
tributaries?  What does the State Water Board mean by “natural production” and what
are “viable native San Joaquin River watershed fish?” How does the State Water Board
define native migratory San Joaquin River fish population?  Are “hatchery” fish
included?

The Revised NOP states that “The State Water Board has determined that more
flow of a more natural pattern is needed from February through June from the San
Joaquin River watershed to Vernalis to achieve the narrative San Joaquin River flow
objective.” What is the State Water Board “decisional document” that supports this
conclusion?  The woefully inadequate Draft Technical Report (DTR) was highly criticized
as not being based on the best available science.  The DTR relies on flawed models,
such as the Department of Fish and Game (DFG) San Joaquin River Fall-run Chinook
Salmon Population Model.  This model was completely discredited when the Scientific
Peer Review panel essentially told DFG to throw the model out and start anew.  The DTR
has a myopic view that additional flows are necessary for the protection of fish and
wildlife beneficial use.  The DTR fails to consider many significant factors that have
contributed to the decline in the fishery other than flows, such as predation,
introduction of non-native species, pollution, highly modified conditions in the Delta,
temperature and dissolved oxygen.  Before the State Water Board can “decide” more
flow is needed, the best science must be used to evaluate what protections are
needed for San Joaquin River fish and wildlife beneficial uses.

The Revised NOP states that “more flow is needed from the existing salmon and
steelhead bearing tributaries in the San Joaquin River watershed down to Vernalis in
order to provide for connectivity with the Delta and more closely mimic the natural
hydrographic conditions to which native migratory fish are adapted.”  Again, what is
the State Water Board “decisional document” that supports this conclusion?  What
evidence supports the need to “mimic the natural hydrographic condition?”

Footnote 1 excludes the Upper San Joaquin River from contributing to the San
Joaquin River flows at Vernalis.  The State Water Board has absolutely no legal, factual
or practicable authority to exclude water from the Upper San Joaquin River as
contributing to meet any new San Joaquin River flow or salinity objective.  The Upper
San Joaquin is an out of basin user of water that must contribute just like the other
tributaries to the San Joaquin River.  The Upper San Joaquin River watershed comprises
more than 30% of the unimpaired flow, it is not only fundamentally unfair to exclude
Upper San Joaquin River flows in this process, it is illegal.

On page 5 of 6 in the first full paragraph there is a discussion of needing to
obtain additional information to inform specific instream flow needs on the Stanislaus
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River.  The State Water Board simply needs to review its own files of the U.S. Bureau of
Reclamation water right permits for New Melones and it will discover that an IFIM study
was completed and has determined what “instream flows” are needed for the fishery.
Implementation of those flows provides adequate protection for the fishery.  We have
attached a copy for your information as Exhibit A.

Finally, as we have previously noted in other submittals, any alternative
evaluated in the SED that includes a flow contribution from New Melones Reservoir must
recognize that releases from New Melones Reservoir must be limited to 1,250 cfs
because of a court order issued when the original water rights were issued.  The court
found that non-flood control releases must be kept at 1,250 or less for the protection of
the agricultural users along the Stanislaus River.

Attachment 3 – Draft Southern Delta Agricultural Water Quality Objectives

Attachment 3 proposes that the salinity objective at Vernalis remain 0.7 EC
during the irrigation and 1.0 EC during the non-irrigation season.  The stated justification
for this is not for the protection of agricultural beneficial uses at Vernalis, but instead to
provide assimilative capacity for downstream uses.  Inclusion of this salinity objective
violates both state law (Water Code, California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and
the Article X, Section 2 of the California Constitution) and federal law (Clean Water Act
and Public Law 108-361).

The Proposed Salinity Objectives at Vernalis violates State Law because the
objective is NOT required for the “Reasonable Protection” of Agricultural
Beneficial Uses at Vernalis.

The State Water Board is authorized under the Water Code to adopt Water
Quality Control Plans (“Plans”) in accordance with Water Code §13240 et seq.  The
Plans are to contain water quality objectives “that will ensure the reasonable protection
of beneficial uses and the prevention of nuisance…” (Water Code §13241)  “Water
quality objectives” are “the limits or levels of water quality constituents or characteristics
which are established for the reasonable protection of beneficial uses of water or the
prevention of nuisance within a specific area.”  (Water Code §13050(h))

The Vernalis salinity objective was established by the State Water Board in the
1995 Bay-Delta Plan.  The 1995 Bay-Delta Plan set the objective based on the perceived
salt sensitivity and growing season of beans from data gathered in the 1970s.
Maintaining the Vernalis salinity objective at higher levels than what is required to
provide “reasonable protection” to agricultural beneficial uses at Vernalis is per se
unreasonable and violates the provision of the Water Code that authorizes adoption of
water quality objectives.  Proposing a Vernalis salinity objective that is overprotective of
agricultural beneficial uses exceeds the authority granted to the Board under the Water
Code.
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Failing to Provide a Reasonable Range of Alternatives violates CEQA

The SED must describe a reasonable range of alternatives to the project that
could feasibly attain the project objectives.  [CEQA Guideline Section 15126.6]  As such,
failure to consider a range of potential salinity levels at Vernalis violates that basic
principle of CEQA.  There are ample alternatives to consider, but at a minimum, the
recently prepared report by noted salinity expert Dr. Glenn Hoffman (Hoffman report)
provides support for evaluation of a water quality objective of anywhere from 0.9 to 1.4
EC may be protective of agricultural beneficial uses in the Southern Delta, and this
range must be evaluated.

Salinity Control by Flow Measures

There are additional flow alternatives that are reasonable and must be
evaluated in the SED.  The salinity problem is caused by deliveries from the San Luis Unit
of the CVP.  The Congressional authorization for the San Luis unit conditioned water
deliveries upon completion of a drain.  Because deliveries were made without provision
for a drain, pollution of the San Joaquin River has resulted.  Consequently, one of the
alternatives for achieving the Vernalis salinity objective should be imposition of a
condition upon the San Luis Unit permits to release water to comply with the Vernalis
salinity objective.  Several alternatives would be available under this scenario, including
releases from San Luis and/or the Delta Mendota Canal with or without recirculation.  All
of these alternatives must be evaluated.

The salinity problem is also caused by discharges from wetlands and wildlife
refuges.  The SED must analyze reducing, eliminating or otherwise diluting at the source
of this discharge.  One very effective way of mitigating the adverse impact caused by
the wetland and wildlife refuge discharge is to require the wetlands and wildlife refuges
to reserve a portion of their water supply for use to dilute the discharge in the spring
months.

The salinity problem is also caused by agricultural drainage and tile drainage
entering the San Joaquin River from westside agricultural interests.  The Grasslands
Bypass and West Side Drainage Projects have successfully reduced a significant
amount of salt laden drainage entering the San Joaquin River.  The SED must evaluate
additional drainage reuse and other measures to control these discharges or change
the timing of these discharges to occur when there is natural assimilative capacity in
the San Joaquin River.
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Salinity Control by Non Flow Measures

In addition to controlling salinity by providing dilution flows, there are additional
salinity control actions that should be analyzed, including subsurface storage of
drainage, land retirement and out of valley disposal.  Adoption of salinity objectives for
the entire river and implementation through waste discharge permits that would
prohibit discharge rather than control its timing should also be evaluated.

Maintaining the Vernalis Salinity Objective Violates the California Constitution’s
Prohibition Against the Unreasonable Use of Water

The California Constitution prohibits the waste and unreasonable use of water.
Article X, section 2 declares, “The right to water or to the use of flow of water in or from
any natural stream or water course in this State is and shall be limited to such water as
shall be reasonably required for the beneficial use to be served, and such right does
not and shall not extend to the waste or unreasonable use or unreasonable method of
use or unreasonable method of diversions of water.”

The “[u]se of upstream water to wash out salts downstream is an unreasonable
use of water.”  (Jordan v. City of Santa Barbara (1996) 46 Cal.App.4th 1245, 1270; see
also Antioch v. Williams Irrigation District (1922) 188 Cal. 451, 465)  While the application
of this rule depends upon the circumstances of each particular case, it seems most
appropriate under the circumstances surrounding the update of the Vernalis salinity
objective.

As discussed above, maintaining the Vernalis objective at its current levels, in
light the increase of the interior Delta objectives, is unnecessary and overprotective of
the agricultural beneficial uses at Vernalis.  Requiring an artificially low salinity objective
and conditioning the Bureau’s water right permits to release water to create
assimilative capacity to dilute downstream pollution flies directly in contravention of the
Constitution and constitutes waste and an unreasonable use of water.

Maintaining the Vernalis Salinity Objective Imposes a Disproportionate Burden on
New Melones Reservoir

The 2006 Bay Delta Plan acknowledged and discussed the various factors that
contribute to elevated salinity in the southern Delta.  In its implementation plan, the
State Water Board identified various actions that could be used to implement the
Vernalis salinity objective.  The Vernalis salinity objective was to be attained using
dilution flows as well as “non-water right actions” which included completion of a drain
to remove the salts generated by agricultural drainage and municipal discharges and
various other projects aimed at reducing high salinity drainage to the San Joaquin River
and improving circulation in the southern Delta.  Unfortunately not one of these “non-
water right actions” has contributed to meeting the Vernalis objective.  As a result,
dilution flows released by the Bureau of Reclamation from New Melones Reservoir have
been the sole means by which the Vernalis objective has been attained.  Because of
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this, the New Melones CVP contractors, which include Stockton East, have had their
water supply reduced and a disproportionate burden has fallen on these contractors
which have not caused the pollution.

The State Water Board is now proposing to meet the interior Delta objectives
through the assimilative capacity provided by maintaining the salinity objective at
Vernalis at its current levels.   In seeking to do so the State Water Board is now
attempting to place an additional burden of meeting the interior objectives on New
Melones and its contractors as well.  To place this additional disproportionate burden
on New Melones and its contractors is fundamentally unfair.  The State Water Board
should take action to appropriately apportion this burden among all those contributing
to the problem as originally intended.

The Proposed Vernalis Salinity Objective Fails to Comply With Federal Law

The proposed Vernalis salinity objective is established to provide assimilative
capacity for the dilution of downstream pollution.  This is in direct contradiction to 40
CFR 131.10(a) which states “in no case shall a State adopt waste transport or waste
assimilation as a designated use for any water of the United States.”  Effectively by
admitting that Vernalis salinity objective is not for the protection of agriculture, but
instead to provide dilution flows for downstream, the designated use that the State
Water Board is establishing is really “waste assimilation” and expressly prohibited by
Federal Law.

Finally, the continuation of the Vernalis salinity objective for the express purpose
of providing assimilative capacity completely disregards the Congressional directive
contained in H.R. 2828 (Public Law 108-361 to reduce the use of New Melones Reservoir
to meet the existing Bay-Delta water quality objectives.  The Congressional directive is
clear, the legislation expressly directs the Bureau of Reclamation, with the assistance of
the State, to initiate and implement actions to achieve the Bay-Delta water quality
objectives while reducing the demand on water from New Melones Reservoir for
meeting these objectives.  Continuation with the existing Vernalis objective and
conditioning the Bureau’s water rights to make releases violates this important provision
of federal law.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment.

Very truly yours,

KARNA E. HARRIGFELD
Attorney-at-Law

KEH:lac
cc: Kevin M. Kauffman












































































